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Abstract: Freight transport accounts for about half of all distances travelled in Europe. Therefore,
freight transport is one of the decisive factors for reducing greenhouse gases and air pollutants. For
this reason, the electrification of road freight transport is being promoted as part of the project “BEV
Goes eHighway—[BEE]”. The data basis for the modelling used in this project is an electric drive
axle for a heavy commercial vehicle, which was developed in the “Concept-ELV2” project. Based on
the results of the previous project, the methodological tools that were developed are presented in this
paper. These allow a wide range of possible powertrain topologies to be considered at the concept
stage of development based on an estimation of future system characteristics. For this purpose, the
components are automatically designed taking into account the mutual influence of the requirements
and are evaluated in the context of the holistic system. This publication focuses on the efficiency and
thermal evaluation of the transmission stages of the addressed electric drive units and validates the
developed models using a pototypically designed electric commercial vehicle axle.

Keywords: electric powertrain; heavy duty; holistic powertrain design; modular topology

1. Introduction

For the evaluation of commercial vehicle-related emissions, a standardized Europe-
wide tool was developed in 2018 in the form of VECTO (Vehicle Energy Consumption
Calculation Tool). As is already customary for the passenger car segment with the WLTP
(Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure), this tool defines reference cycles,
test procedures and their boundary conditions, as well as the recording of emission values
in real road traffic [1]. Since the segment of heavy-duty commercial vehicles covered by
VECTO comprises fewer units but a significantly higher number of variants, component
tests are used more frequently in this procedure [2]. These also enable less common vehicle
variants to be evaluated concerning their emissions without an individual test procedure
using standardized longitudinal dynamic simulation models. In this approach, transverse
dynamic effects are neglected, as they have only a small impact on vehicle efficiency.

In the current certification processes, battery-electric vehicles are considered zero-
emission vehicles both in the commercial and passenger car sectors, as they do not exhaust
any local CO2 emissions. Thus, even a small number of these vehicles has a significant
impact on the fleet footprint of a vehicle manufacturer. However, this approach neglects the
preceding process of energy generation, which also disregards the efficiency of the energy
use of the respective vehicles. As a result, this factor, which is crucial for the success of the
technology change, is only of secondary importance [3].

Consequently, the current legislative situation is similar to the situation in the entire
commercial vehicle sector before the introduction of the VECTO, as no standardized
approaches are currently defined to assess the efficiency of a commercial electric vehicle. As
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this topic has the previously described significant influence on the success of the technology
and is gaining in importance due to the new regulatory environment, the first approaches
for a supplement to the VECTO have already been developed. These are currently being
implemented in a binding form [4,5].

A key aspect of the increased applicability of electric powertrains in the commercial
vehicle segment is the enhancement of the usable driving range of the vehicles [6]. Due
to the considerable battery capacities to be expected in this segment and the associated
charging times, this aspect is gaining in importance compared to the passenger car segment
with respect to economic viability. In this context, besides the consideration of the battery
characteristics, the efficiency of the drivetrain is of great importance, as it has a signifi-
cant influence on the achievable range of the vehicles. Due to the changed requirements
compared to conventional powertrains, simpler powertrain and gearbox structures are
currently being implemented. Especially in the case of gearboxes, only a few gear stages
are currently common to meet the driving requirements. This results in the possibility to
automate the design of these systems and thus cover a wide range of possible solutions.
However, this automated process is also subject to divergent requirements with respect to
efficiency and costs [7].

The automation of the design process also has the advantage that the transition from
conventional to electric drives is underway, and manufacturers currently only have a
limited pool of experience in this segment. Therefore, methods must be provided that allow
an early estimation of the system properties. In this paper, therefore, thermal analysis of
the gear stages is carried out in addition to the evaluation of the system efficiency. This
aspect has gained importance due to the proximity of the electric motor and gearbox [8].
For the thermal modelling of gearboxes, approaches exist according to [9–11]. However,
these do not link the efficiency evaluation with the thermal evaluation and are also not
automated; therefore, the user constantly has to build a thermal analysis model manually
for each gearbox. Thus, covering a large solution space is only possible with enormous
manual effort.

2. General Methodology

In order to meet the challenges of electrifying powertrains, a tool was expanded and ap-
plied within the ‘Concept-ELV2’ project that was developed at the Institute for Automotive
Engineering (ika) for the synthesis and design of powertrains [12]. The holistic approach
chosen starts with the basic parameters of the vehicle and derives component-centered
requirements using longitudinal dynamic vehicle models. This systematic assessment of
the individual component requirements enables the optimization of each individual compo-
nent and the simultaneous modelling of the interdependencies between those components.
One reason is that each powertrain component’s individual optimum does not often lead
to the optimum within the entire powertrain [13]. The conceptual design process of ika is
visualized in Figure 1 in the form of a V-diagram.

The process of generating a suitable powertrain is subdivided into several sub-models,
starting with the longitudinal dynamics model of the vehicle as described earlier. Taking
into account the desired driving requirements, the specifications of the powertrain can be
derived using this typical simualtive approach. Depending on the selected vehicle and
application, different levels of detail of longitudinal dynamics models are used. In the
following step, the automated design of the powertrain begins. Since initially only the
global requirements of the powertrain are available, their dependencies on each other are
implemented in the form of a parameter set. The underlying holistic approach is presented
in [13]. It considers the effects of the scaling of a component on the requirements of the other
components of the drivetrain and thus addresses the direct interaction of the component
dimensioning in the overall system. In the following, the design of the gearbox is described
in detail. The approach implemented within the holistic methodology for the dimensioning
of the electric machine is described in detail in [14].
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Figure 1. V-model of the ika design methodology for electric powertrains.

For the design of the gearbox, each parameter set of the holistic model is processed
individually. In this subordinate step of the design process, possible drive topologies are
designed algorithm-based on these requirements. Predefined criteria are used for eval-
uation, including the system’s complexity, the achievable driving performance and the
number of system elements. The most promising topologies according to these criteria
are then further detailed. The shaft-bearing system is first defined in this detailing, and
an initial design of the basic gearing parameters is carried out. This enables a component-
based efficiency calculation of the concepts whereby a well-founded second evaluation
and prioritization of the remaining topologies can be carried out. Based on this efficiency
simulation, a thermal node model of the gearbox is created automatically. This model
assigns the losses calculated for each component to the thermal nodes of the respective
components and links them to each other according to the gearbox configuration. In
addition, a simplified gearbox housing is generated to calculate heat dissipation to the
environment. The gear oil, which plays a decisive role in heat transfer, is also consid-
ered in this method. An approach based on particle simulations was developed to inte-
grate the oil into the thermal model presented in the publications by Köller et al. and
Uerlich et al. [15,16]. Since this paper focuses on validating the models using mea-
surement data, we refer to the mentioned publications for a detailed elaboration of the
modelling process.

2.1. Requirement Specification Based on VECTO

The urban delivery cycle of VECTO was chosen as the basis for this design process
in the exemplary application for the ‘Concept-ELV2’ project. As there is currently no
modification of this cycle for battery electric vehicles integrated in VETCO, the cycle of
conventionally powered vehicles was used for the evaluation. This driving cycle is shown
in Figure 2 [1].
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The diagram shows the required speeds in blue and the gradients in orange. It can
be seen that the urban delivery cycle involves comparatively few constant-speed sections,
but rather continual acceleration and braking demands. In addition, a wide range of road
gradients is taken into account. This results in a set of requirements which, due to the
homogeneous distribution of driving conditions within the cycle, delivers significantly
more complex requirements with respect to overall vehicle efficiency.

2.2. Methodical Approach for the Automated Identification of Suitable Powertrain Topology and
Gearbox Design

The processing of these requirements is carried out according to a method presented
in detail in the work of Köller et al. [17]. The method introduced there differs from other
state-of-the-art methods in its holistic approach to identifying solutions and subsequent
optimization. In addition, the degree of automation sets it apart from other prior art
processes and enables a large solution space of possible topologies to be included in the
approach. The three essential design steps of topology synthesis, initial gear dimensioning
and evolutionary combination are carried out within the method.

In the topology synthesis, all possible transmission topologies are generated that
comply with the driving requirements and the restrictions of the solution space, such as
the maximum number of gear stages, required torque and maximum speed. For these
topologies, an estimation of the characteristic gearing parameters is conducted already
in the first development step, allowing prioritization of the topologies according to their
fitness. For this purpose, the criteria complexity, costs and efficiency are assessed based
on the limited number of available parameters. The second step is followed by an initial
dimensioning of the gear elements for the most promising variants. This analytical process
is based on ISO 21771 and ISO 6336 [18,19]. Through the analytical approach, a large
number of gear variants are considered and optimized in the final step of the method
with the help of a genetic algorithm. This algorithm weighs and combines the solution
variants concerning system mass, safety, lifetime and efficiency. The user determines the
importance of these criteria according to the application’s requirements. In the context
of the application within the ‘Concept ELV2’ project, 109 gearbox variants were initially
generated with this algorithm, and about 400 variants were dimensioned in a second step.
A selection of these variants and the prototypically realized variant is shown in Figure 3.
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The selection of gearbox topologies shown here provides small insight into the band-
width. In all transmission topologies, two electric machines were set as a boundary condi-
tion, as these should ensure more efficient coverage of the widely varying load requirements
of a heavy commercial vehicle. In variant 1, mainly planetary stages are used to realize the
transmission, whereas in variant 3, only spur gear stages are used. Variant 2 and variant
4 represent different combinations of these gearing elements, so the advantages of both
element types can generate an advantage with respect to service life or efficiency in one
system. In addition to the automated weighting, the selection of the realized topology was
based on the aspects of manufacturability and research-relevant system designs. Thus, a
stepped planet was designed for electric machine one and a shiftable planetary stage with
decoupled through-drive was designed for electric machine two. The topology selected
for the prototypical implementation and its CAD design is shown in Figure 4. A detailed
discussion of the synthesis process can be found in [17].
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2.3. Method of Iterative Efficiency Simulation

An iterative calculation of the component losses is subsequently carried out for the
generated and top-rated gearbox topologies for in-depth evaluation of the concepts. Based
on the initially defined overall structure, it is necessary to determine the shaft-bearing
system and to specify the bearing positions as well as the gear configuration. The general
sequence of the process is divided into the modelling of the gearbox component bearings,
shafts and gears, followed by linking those to each other with elements such as gear pairs
and couplings. After the complete modelling of the mentioned components, the system of
equations is set up automatically for each topology treated. In these, the speed relationships
and the force and torque flows within the system are taken into account. In the first solution
step, this equation system is solved without considering the system losses. These are
then determined iteratively in a subsequent calculation step. The resulting losses lead
to a load reduction for the following elements in the torque flow. Hence the iterative
consideration is necessary. This process was presented comprehensively in the publication
by Kieninger et al. and in further publications by Köller et al. and Uerlich et al. and is
therefore not explained in depth here [13,15,17]. The results of this calculation approach
for the designed topology of the ‘Concept-ELV2’ project are shown in Figure 5 for the
switchable transmission part of electric machine two (EM2).

The addition of the planetary stage causes a reduction in the overall efficiency of about
one percent over the entire map. This influence is comprehensible due to the increased
number of tooth contacts generated by the addition of the planetary stage and corresponds
to the expectations based on known literature values [20]. Drag losses are neglected in the
loss calculation, as no approach for the early stage of the gearbox design could be identified
that would allow a feasible estimation. The gear losses calculated for each component are
used in the following process step for the thermal assessment of the gearbox concept.
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2.4. Thermal Modelling Approach

Within ISO/TR 14179-2 [21], an approach for calculating the gearbox temperature is
introduced, which relates the power loss of the gearbox to the outer surface of the housing.
With this method, a thermal equilibrium state is calculated for the gearbox. This approach
is not possible to identify thermally critical system parts due to the simplified procedure.
The procedure also provides only limited information, as the standard already pointed
out that a deviation of 14% from measured values is to be expected. To be able to make
a more precise prediction, a thermal network is generated for the gearbox at this point
in the ika method, which includes at least three nodes for each loss-generating gearbox
component. An exemplary network of a gearbox section is shown in Figure 6. In this figure,
the meshing of the bearings, gears, shaft, seal, housing, oil and environment can be traced
on a gearbox section.
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The thermal modelling approach of a gear using thermal networks is already estab-
lished. Such an approach was already used by Blok [22] to model a single-stage FZG
gear test rig. This modelling aimed to obtain feedback on the thermal behavior of the
tooth contact, the lubricant film in the tooth contact and the tooth flank. This modelling
approach was not validated by measurement in his work and used a too-coarse mesh
with five accounts. In Funck’s [23] work, this approach was refined and validated by
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measurement. However, a deviation of 25% between the measured value and the model
was determined there.

A significant improvement in the results was achieved by Geiger [9], who further
refined the thermal network and divided the gear into thermal nodes tooth flank, tooth
body and gear wheel. Similarly, the shafts were divided into several nodes. The gear oil
was still represented as one node at this point, which can be considered sufficient due to the
structure of an FZG test rig. Additionally, his work implemented an approach that enables
temperature calculation under transient load conditions. With these adjustments, good
compliance between the model and the measurements was achieved, with a deviation of
about 10%.

The approach used in this paper is based on the previously mentioned approaches
but differs in the chosen application. Instead of a single-stage FZG test rig, multi-stage
vehicle gearboxes are modelled. These vary not only in the number of stages but also in the
housing design. A more closely fitting form is assumed for vehicle transmissions instead
of the cuboid housing shape used in the FZG test rig. In this approach, an automatically
generated housing is created based on the shaft arrangement and corresponds to a detailed
housing only as an initial approximation. The interior of the housing, which is also
modelled in this way and filled with an oil–air mixture during operation, is subdivided into
further sub-elements and is represented with a thermal node for each. This subdivision
enables thermally critical points within the gearbox to be identified based on the oil node
temperatures. The gears in the model consist of the node flank, tooth and gear body,
and the bearings are represented by the node inner ring, rollers and outer ring. The
shafts are divided into smaller shaft segments. The calculation procedure is divided into
four essential steps: the generation of the thermal network, the time-step calculation, the
temperature calculation and the evaluation. These steps and their details are shown in a
flow chart in Figure 7.
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First, the gearbox components are divided into single nodes, and the required data are
specified and determined. After automatically detecting all links between the nodes, the
time-independent parameters are calculated. In step two, the time-dependent parameters
and conductivity values are determined. Moreover, the flow state of oil is calculated
based on look-up tables from SPH simulations. The next step is solving the equation
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system for the component temperatures for the respective time step using the calculated
parameters before. In the final step, the results of the component-by-component calculation
are combined and evaluated. The detailed description of the configuration of the thermal
simulation model is given in [24].

3. Results

The measurement results of the prototype gear unit are presented in the following
and are used to validate the simulation results. For the measurement, the gear unit was
mounted between test bench machines. These emulated the electric motor as the drive
unit on the one hand and the output on the wheel on the other. The mechanical efficiency
was determined using a torque measurement sensor at the gearbox input and a torque
measurement sensor at the gearbox output. The representation of these measuring points
on the prototype can be seen in Figure 8.
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For the validation of the efficiency calculation presented in this paper, only the mea-
surement of the gearbox part of EM2 was carried out, thus the measurement of the me-
chanical performance of input 2 compared to the output. In addition, for the validation
of the simulated thermal balance, the temperature was measured on twelve fixed gearbox
components, such as bearing outer rings, seals, housing and the oil inlet and outlet. In
addition, the temperatures of six rotating gear components were recorded. These were
each recorded as a pair; therefore, three different component temperatures are available for
comparison with the simulation. These are located in the tooth flank, a shaft segment and a
bearing inner ring.

3.1. Efficiency Results

The gearbox efficiency maps of Figure 9 were recorded with this measurement setup.
These maps show the system’s efficiency concerning the input speed and the input torque.
Both maps show gaps in the upper speed and torque range compared to the simulation.
These ranges have not been measured since the driving requirements do not demand them
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of the vehicle and could not be covered using the emulated electric motor. Furthermore,
these areas were not considered in the in-depth design of the gearbox, as this would lead to
a massive over-dimensioning of the unit compared to the requirements.
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Compared to the simulation, there is deterioration in the efficiency of one to two
percent in both gears in the range above 150 Nm input torque and over the entire speed
range. Below this input torque, this deviation increases for the gear with the transmission
ratio of 14.847 to five percent at 100 Nm and up to ten percent in torque-free operation.
This is the same as for the gear with a ratio of 46.128, but a five percent deviation only
occurs at an input torque of 75 Nm and a ten percent deviation during towing operation.
These slight deviations can be attributed to the changed speeds caused by the different gear
ratios, especially since the load-independent losses significantly influence the efficiency
in these load ranges. Thus, the comparatively high deviation of the measurement results
in the lower efficiency map range, which is largely due to the lack of the modelling of the
drag losses, the implementation of which is currently still a current research topic point.

3.2. Thermal Modelling and Measurement Results

Alongside the efficiency measurement of the gearbox, a thermal characterization was
also carried out. For this purpose, the load cases listed in Table 1 were recorded in a steady
state. Each of these load cases was held for 30 min. Then, the gearbox was cooled down
to its initial state; therefore, the measurement of the following load case could be carried
out with approximately the same initial state. However, slight deviations due to different
initial temperatures of the individual cannot be avoided due to the test setup.

Table 1. Overview of load cases that were carried out on the test bench.

Gear
Ratio

Rot. Speed
[1/min] Torque [Nm] Oil Temp.

[◦C]
Gear
Ratio

Rot. Speed
[1/min]

Torque
[Nm]

Oil Temp.
[◦C]

14.847

2500 100 40, 50, 60

46.128

2500 100 50
2500 200 40, 50, 60 2500 200 40, 50
2500 400 50 2500 300 50
5000 100 50 7500 100 50
5000 200 40, 50, 60 7500 200 40, 50, 60
5000 400 40, 50, 60 7500 300 40, 50
7500 100 50
7500 200 40, 50, 60
7500 300 50
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Input torques of 100, 200 and 300 or 400 Nm were run in both gears, depending on
the total power applied. For the gear with a ratio of 14.847, input speeds of 2500, 5000
and 7500 rpm were used to represent the wide range of driving speeds of this gear. In the
gear with the ratio of 46.128, which was designed for the starting maneuvers, only 2500
and 7500 rpm were used as engine speeds, as this gear only covers a comparatively lower
speed range. The inlet of the injected oil was always kept at a constant 50 ◦C; therefore,
its influence as the primary heat transporter could be specifically demonstrated. For this
purpose, the injection temperatures were changed to 40 ◦C and 60 ◦C at individual load
points. This also allowed the influence on the inertia of the thermal system to be traced.

Figure 10 shows the result of such a thermal characterization for the load case of
5000 1/min input speed 400 Nm input torque and 50 ◦C oil injection temperature in the
gear with the transmission ratio of 14.847 and with its simulation superimposed. In this
illustration, the three thermal accounts of a bearing inner ring, a gear tooth and a housing
segment for the second gearbox shaft are shown. When designing the prototype, the
integration of temperature sensors in the rotating gearbox elements for their thermal
measurement was feasible in this shaft due to the gearbox layout.
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Figure 10. Comparison of temperature curves for a gear tooth, an inner ring of a bearing and a
housing segment.

Although the end temperature deviation of the bearing is about ten degrees celsius, the
simulated temperatures of the gear tooth and the housing segment show good accordance
with the measured temperatures. Since the gearbox was not always cooled down to the
ambient temperature between test runs, there are more significant temperature differences
for 0 s ≤ 100 s. To derive a statement about the thermal inertia of the system despite this
transient, the gradient of the temperature increase was introduced as an evaluation variable
and is shown in Figure 11.

However, since the first 100 s of the measured values are needed for the system to
stabilize, the time when the system has already reached 50% of the final temperature is
selected as the starting point. Starting from this point, the gradients for 35% and 85% of
the remaining 50% are determined according to Equations (1)–(6). These are evaluated as
characteristic values in the following.
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An average value of the last five percent of the test time is chosen as the final tempera-
ture for this calculation to not give too much weight to any measurement deviations of a
single measuring point. The minimum system temperature results in the initial temperature
delta according to Equation (1).

∆Tmin−end = Tend − Tmin (1)

Subsequently, the final temperature differences are determined:

∆Tmin−end,50 = 0.5 · (Tend − Tmin) (2)

∆T50−end,35 = 0.35 · ∆Tmin−end,50 (3)

∆T50−end,85 = 0.85 · ∆Tmin−end,50 (4)

The characteristic time intervals are then calculated by:

∆t50−end,35 = t(Tmin + ∆Tmin−end,50 + ∆T50−end,35)− t(Tmin + ∆Tmin−end,50) (5)

∆t50−end,85 = t(Tmin + ∆Tmin−end,50 + ∆T50−end,85)− t(Tmin + ∆Tmin−end,50) (6)

The key temperature parameter and the key time parameters are equally calculated
for the simulation. For example, if the measured temperature course is steeper than the
simulated, the key time intervals are shorter for the measurements than for the simulations.
Figure 12 illustrates the comparison of the final temperatures between the simulation and
the experiment in the left-hand diagram, and the right-hand graph shows the inertia based
on the time interval for reaching ∆t50−end,35 and ∆t50−end,85.

For the ideal case of precise temperature prediction, all points in the diagram on
the left would lie on the origin line drawn in. The two additional straight lines in the
diagram indicate a deviation of ten percent. If points within the diagram lie above the
origin diagonal, the simulation temperatures are higher than the measured temperatures,
and if the points lie below the straight line, the simulated temperatures are lower than the
measured temperatures. The graph shows that the majority of the determined values are
within a ten percent deviation. This corresponds to a deviation of between 1.5 and 4.5 ◦C
at the temperature level considered. This value is to be emphasised as a positive result,
especially in comparison with the currently established approach of ISO TR 14179, since
ISO-TR-14179 provides one system and one housing temperature as a result, and deviations
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of up to 10 ◦C are specified in the ISO as the expected accuracy. The developed model thus
allows the prediction of internal component temperatures with higher accuracy and thus
represents a significant improvement compared to established approaches.
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Figure 12 also shows that the simulated temperatures tend to be lower than the
measured ones. On the one hand, this is due to the detailed design of the housing and its
surrounding airflow and, on the other hand, to the already proven deviations of the loss
modelling. A further source could be the thermocouples used, which have a relatively high
measuring deviation compared to the measuring range with a tolerance of 1.5 K.

The evaluation of the system inertia in the right-hand diagram of Figure 12 is not part
of the approach of ISO-TR-14179 and thus represents a new evaluation parameter for this
type of system evaluation. It turns out that the inertia shows a wider deviation. On the one
hand, this is due to the chosen modelling approach, as simplifications in the component
geometry and oil distribution were assumed. On the other hand, only a small part of the
heating curves could be evaluated when analyzing the inertia. Particularly, this is due to
the transient response of the experimental setup in the first time ranges, which can therefore
not be evaluated. Thus, for a reliable estimation of the system inertia, on the one hand,
detailed modelling of the real constructional implementation is necessary, and on the other
hand, the test stand setup needs to be modified in such a way that initial warm-up phases
with lower transient behavior can also be utilized. Nevertheless, the approach already
provided the possibility of carrying out an initial evaluation of the thermal behavior for the
available scope of information and thus provided a substantially well-founded basis for
decision making for the system developer without an in-depth design.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, an overview of the validation of the method developed at the Institute for
Automotive Engineering (ika) to evaluate transmission concepts is given. In the assessment
of the loss modelling, it is shown that, even with the limited information available, a
sufficiently good approximation of the measured losses could be given. The drag losses,
which have been neglected, were only noticeable in areas of comparably low system
performance. The evaluation of the thermal system properties based on this loss modelling
was also able to provide a good approximation, particularly concerning the stationary end
temperatures of the system. Deviations of a few degrees between the simulation model
and the measurement were noted here. This is a promising result, especially considering
the highly simplified housing within the simulation model, and thus provides a good
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supplement in identifying thermally critical system points. The evaluation of the thermal
inertia, on the other hand, is afflicted with more significant deviations. In addition to
the deviating housing design and the associated deviating thermal mass of the housing,
deviations in the thermal masses of the shafts and gears due to the CAD design must also
be considered as possible causes.

Recalculating the thermal model by scaling the loss components to the level of the
measured losses led to a further improvement in the forecast for the final temperatures. The
system inertia was also significantly improved by adjusting the thermal masses according
to the CAD models. Thus, the function of the approach could be proven, but the use
case of an early system evaluation does not allow such a system adaptation for the large
number of systems considered. In summary, the loss calculation and the identification of
the thermally critical components provide good results, and the modelling can therefore be
considered validated for application within the ‘BEV Goes eHighway–[BEE]’. Consequently,
valuable predictions of the vehicle characteristics can be derived for a large number of
powertrain configurations.
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